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I n s i d e  t h e  I s s u e

BREAST CANCER

AWARENESS 

MONTH

October is Breast Cancer
Awareness month. Read more

about organizations and people
bringing attention to the cause. 

SAVE THE DATE

Mark your calendars! 2022
NFCS is scheduled for

February 24th -  February
26th, 2022. 

 

FFCCS MONTHLY

WOMEN'S COHORT

MEEETING 

There have been changes to
our monthly study meeting
time. Read inside the issue

for more details. 

Loving our newsletters so far? Want to share a past
newsletter with a friend? Visit the FFCCS website
under the "Newsletter" tab you will find the current
and archived releases of the quarterly Fire Fighter
Cancer Cohort Study (FFCCS) and New Jersey Cancer
Assessment & Prevention Study (CAPS) newsletters.  

https://www.ffccs.org/newsletters


OCTOBER IS BREAST
CANCER 
AWARENESS
MONTH

October is nationally recognized as breast cancer
awareness month. Celebrated annually, the
month is meant to bring awareness about the
impact of the illness. Breast cancer is recognized
as an occupational cancer risk for firefighters.
Although the battle of cancer amongst firefighters
is far from over, there have been significant gains
in its prevention and awareness. Organizations
such as the San Francisco’s Cancer Prevention
Foundation (SFFCPF)  work to bring more
attention to breast cancer in the fire service. For
more information please visit:
https://www.bcpp.org/resource/firefighters/

Retired firefighter, (pictured above) Marshall
Moneymaker wears a pink uniform and drives a
pink fire truck in memory of his three sisters who
died from breast cancer. 
Source: https://www.today.com/video/retired-
firefighter-wears-pink-uniform-for-breast-
cancer-awareness-122478661696
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2022
NATIONAL
FIREFIGHTER
CANCER
SYMPOSIUM
The annual National
Firefighter Cancer
Symposium is February 24th
- February 26th, 2022. Due
to the on going COVID-19
pandemic, it will a hybrid
model with an option to
attend in person or online.
Registration information will
be available soon. 

We have transitioned to
quarterly study team
meetings. Our next FFCCS:
Women Firefighters meeting
is scheduled for Friday,
January 21st, 2022 at 8 AM
Pacific/11 AM Eastern. 

https://www.bcpp.org/resource/firefighters/
https://www.today.com/video/retired-firefighter-wears-pink-uniform-for-breast-cancer-awareness-122478661696


Women have become a growing
segment of the firefighter workforce
and there have not been many studies
examining the specific health and safety
risks compared to their male
counterparts. 

National occupational cohort studies
have reported women firefighters had
higher incidence and mortality rate of
bladder cancers compared to the U.S.
population. There is a critical need to
recognize and understand the work-
related challenges women firefighters
face during their careers in the fire
services. 

Dr. Natasha Schaefer Solle recently
published an article in the Journal of
Occupational and Environmental
Medicine with the goal of gaining
insight about women firefighters’
experiences, perceptions of cancer,
health and safety risks in the fire
service.

Perceptions of
Work-Related
Health and Cancer
Risks Among
Women
Firefighters:
A Qualitative Study
B Y  D R .  N A T A S H A  S C H A E F E R  S O L L E ,  P H D ,  R N  

The overall findings of the study
suggests that women firefighters
have a general awareness of cancer
risk in their profession, but have
limited resources, guidance and
training on things such as how their
exposure might impact their health
and how to implement evidence
based protective measures and
procedures. Future studies on
women firefighters and cancer
should collect survey and workplace
exposure data specific to women’s
health to improve workplace
interventions. 

Full Article Link:
https://journals.lww.com/joem/abstr
act/9000/perceptions_of_work_rela
ted_health_and_cancer.97755.aspx
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https://journals.lww.com/joem/abstract/9000/perceptions_of_work_related_health_and_cancer.97755.aspx


WOMEN'S COHORT
STUDY UPDATE 

We have enrolled 142 women firefighters representing 16 fire
departments. We will continue enrollment through Spring 2022.

Our team is currently getting ready to report back stress survey
and Anti-Müllerian Hormone results. 
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